Welcome to the MPE IXO Science Meeting
General Remarks from the LOC

Scientific talks: please check your talk before the presentation, either use the MPE Windows or MAC laptops or use your laptop

please supply the LOC with your presentation after the session

Taxi requests: please write your name and departure time on the pinboard at the entrance of the room 2 hours in advance

to organize transportation on Friday please supply us with your desired departure time by Thursday 6 pm

Lunch: upper level of the canteen, we have reserved 50 seats

Video-Con: Video-Con available in the ´poster room´, 20 seats

Internet: wireless lan here, internet outside, laptop internet access 1. floor

Speakers: Timer available

Questions: Please contact the LOC in the case of any questions

Let's go for a successful meeting!
Select a time to count down from the clock above